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The Invisible Garment  
Constructing Your Personal Weave 

 
Then it was as if I suddenly saw the secret beauty of their hearts ... the person that each  

one is in God’s eyes. If only they could see themselves as they really are. If only we could see each  
other that way all the time, there would be no more war, no more hatred, no more cruelty, no  

more greed. I suppose the big problem would be that we would all fall down  
and worship each other.  

~ Thomas Merton 
 
CONSTRUCTING THE GARMENT’S PATTERN 
 
First, you need an accurate astrological natal chart from a reliable source (either a software system or 
through a free web service). We recommend http://astro.cafeastrology.com/natal.php because it is so 
simple. The chart will be a Tropical, Placidus Chart.  Do not use a Vedic chart—which is a different 
system and doesn’t  correspond to the invisible garment numerology. 
If you use astro.cafeastrology.com, after you’ve filled in your information you may simply scroll down to 
the bottom of the next page and see your astrological planets and positions, complete with the degrees 
of each.    
Print the invisible garment document we’ve provided for you here and write down the degree numbers 
from your astrological chart in the second column.  Use only the first number (the degree) for your 
planets and positions unless the second number (the minutes) is above 55.  If so, round up to the next 
degree.  (29º 55’+ rounds up to 0º) 
Then using the numerology/principles chart we’ve provided, fill in your principles in the third column.  
Now you have a list of your principles!   
You may now go to the menu item entitled 30 Spiritual Principles to read a brief definition of each of 
your principles.  And if you have a copy of the book The Invisible Garment in any of it’s formats, you can 
read further.  Also you may download our free discussion of the various principles:  Invisible Garment 
Conversations. 
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Symbol Degree Principle 

Your Personal Trinity  
  Mid Heaven - Access to Soul    Sun - Primary Reason for Incarnating    Moon - Mastery    Personal Pillars  
  Ascendant - Ethical Body    Mercury - Mental Body    Venus - Emotional Body    Mars - Physical Body    Universal Pillars  
  Jupiter - Good Fortune    Saturn - Way of Seeing the World    Uranus - Authentic Self-Knowing    Neptune - Birth Group    Pluto - Ultimate Victory in Life & Death     

The Principles and Their Numerological Correspondents 
Ascendant Containing Descendant 
0: Placement 
1: Innocence 
2: Purity 
3: Memory 
4: Beauty 
5: Extension 
6: Regeneration 
7: Generosity 
8: Goodness 
9: Awareness 

10: Reciprocity 
11: Flowering 
12: Creativity 
13: Intelligence 
14: Ecstasy 
15: Resistance 
16: Unity 
17: Attraction 
18: Focus 
19: Service 

20: Gratitude 
21: Harmony 
22: Dreaming 
23: Randomness 
24: Humility 
25: Desire 
26: Silence 
27: Peace 
28: Love 
29: Movement 

 


